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Theatre 13 presents Rosie the 
Riveter March 22, 23, & 24. 

 Where’s My Water? 
By: Trenton M. 

 
The game Where’s My Water is      

a game about an alligator that has to        
take a shower and you have to draw        
a line through the sand to the pipes.        
The pipes shoot the water to more       
pipes and the water moves to the       
shower so the alligator is clean. It       
teaches physics and maybe    
chemistry. The game is for kids 6       
and older. In my opinion the game is        
alright if people are bored or want       
some fun games to play. 
_____________________________ 

Dictionary Review 
By:Mikey J. 

 
This dictionary is rated 9 and up and        
it has 4 stars. Parents should know       
that this dictionary is full of      
vocabulary. Everyone should know    
that this dictionary is accessible in 14       
different languages. This app does     
have ads but you can pay 1.99 to get         
rid of them.  
_____________________________ 

Super Mario Flash 
By EvanG 

 
Super mario flash is a great game. It        
is rated 2 stars. Over all the game is         
just like super mario world 1,2,and 3.       
To jump you push the up arrow key.        
To crouch you push the down arrow       
key. To move right hit the right arrow        
key. To move left arrow key. The       
game is very good. 

 

 

 

CPS Tiger Pride!!! 

  
                `FUNKY KARTS´ 
                      BY:ALEX S. 

 
You play as a koala in a kart and         
you collect coins throughout the     
level You try and get the best time        
possible and you collect treasure     
maps. This game is rated 4 stars       
and is meant for 5 year olds. All you         
have to do is jump throughout the       
levels by pressing the right arrow      
key.It’s a game related to mario      
except easier and with a go kart 
_____________________________ 
                 NBA 2k11 

By: Easton C.  
 

NBA 2k11 is a straight forward 
basketball game for all ages. You 
can make your own players and play 
current NBA teams. The actual age 
is 8 and up. It has 5 stars and a 
straight forward basketball game. I 
recommend it to 8 and up for kids. 
NBA 2k11 is a good game to play.  
___________________________________ 
                   App Report 
                        By: Nik L. 
Epic is a educational app that has       
unlimited books for kids.    
Recommended age for this app is      
4+. There is not much negative      
feedback on this app except there      
may be some minorly scary/violent     
books. This app is rated 4 stars and        
parents say it’s a very good app.  

 

Brendan plays for the pep band. 
Recently, the band earned a 
division II rating at Festival. 

Madden 16 
By Daniel 

 
Madden 16 is a good game with       
good graphics, it is rated 8+. It has        
quite a bit of violence. It is one of         
the best football games ever made      
yet. You can play multiplayer and      
solo, you can also play challenges.      
You can buy people to build your       
team to make your team better. It is        
rated 8+ it should be like 6+. It is 5/5          
stars. 
_____________________________ 

 Game review 
                   By: Sophia B 
The game I'm talking about is      
Scratchjr it is 6+ and it is a coloring         
sticker app. It is four stars and it        
helps kids learn computer    
programming and multimedia   
creation. It is said to be for little kids         
but they still might need parent help       
to do a few things on it. 
____________________________ 

 Upcoming Events 
 

● March 17- Academic Track 
● March 20 - Jr. High Quiz 

Bowl 
● March 22-24 Spring Play 
● March 30-April 8 Spring 

Break 



 

   
  

 
  

 
  

 

Little Alchemy. 
Adam pauls game review.  

 
 

Hello, Whats up its adam paul today 
we're gonna talk about this game 
called little alchemy. In this game you 
start with three elements of the world 
and you have to make a bunch of 
creations. That is literally it, just you 
mixing elements. 

                                                   Canva 
                                                By: Violet J. 
 
Canva is a Graphic design and Photo editing app. The age for this app is                

rated 13+ with 4 stars. Parents say it should be rated 14+ and kids say it                
should be 12+. It’s a very fun app, you can design and make your own               
photos.Users can upload their own images and create their own layouts or            
choose from a selection of thousands of built-in images and design           
templates. Features abound: You can adjust brightness and contrast, resize          
images, overlay images with text and colors, and more. Once users have            
finished creating, their designs are automatically saved to the cloud and           
they're accessible from the user's homepage in the app or on the website. If              
you like to design i recommend you to use this app. 

My Review of The Game Spelunky  
By: Caleb M. 

I just played a game called spelunky 
and it's just wonderful. Spelunky is a 
roguelike game  where every time 
you play it the levels are different. 
The game focuses on the main 
character a man going through a 
cave with a whip trying to get rich. I 
recommend getting this game on 
Xbox 360 or pc. If you happen to be 
bored pick up this game! 
 

Where's my water  
By Braedin S 

A game where you clear gunk off of a pipe system so a  
crocodile can take a shower. Its rated 6 and up is say 3 and up but                

that's my opinion buy on ios or google play now. 
____________________________________________________ 

Duolingo 
By: Layla D 

 
Duolingo is an app you can get on The App Store or Google Play. Duolingo               
is an online class teaching you to speak multiple languages. Like, Spanish,            
or French. The app is 11+. The lessons on this app are free. It is very                
recommended by parents, and teachers.  

 

 

Duolingo App review 
 

By: Justin D. 
 

Duolingo is a free app where you can learn languages for free; It is 
widely used by many schools, and many users around the world. You can 
choose from 20+ different languages including Russian, English, Spanish, 

Japanese, and more. It is available on Amazon, App store, and Google play, 
so if learning a new language is something you want/need to do, Download 

Duolingo!   

CUT THE ROPE  
By: Hunter N 

Cut the rope only has 4 stars, its a 
kid game for kids that are 6 and 
older. Cut the rope is u have to yous 
your head  and u have to make the 
candy  go into the monster mouth. 
And try to get the three stars  
 
  

 
 

Duolingo 
Ethan S. 

 
The game expresses how to learn different languages and other things.           
Then the rating is 12 to 11 and parents say that 10 and up. Then is able to                  
give a challenge and make you learn that you need to get it right. You can                
learn French, Spanish, and English and Hebrew and a lot of other            
languages.  



 

        Evernote 
       By: Hailey  

Evernote is an app that helps kids       
stay organized, and help can put      
down notes,images, etc. This app is      
a great tool for students who need       
assistance with their executive    
functioning skills. This app is rated 13       
and older and 4 to 5 stars. This app         
is very easy to use and I recommend        
this app.  

UFC 3 
By. Anthony Sandlin 

UFC 3 is a 13+ game but it is very violent. There is lots of fighting and                 
violence. I think kids should be able to play it because they might like it.               
They might also really like fighting. The star rating is 5/5. That’s just my              
opinion. The UFC mean Ultimate Fighting Championship, My favorite         
athlete is Cain Velasquez, Cain´s record is 14-2-0. He lost to Fabricio            
Werdum and Junior Dos Santos. 
 

The Review on Where’s my Perry 
By: Logan H. 

 
If you are familiar with the game       
Where’s my Water then you will like       
this game. This is game for ages 4        
and up. It has educational values,      
easy to play, a little scary and has        
some consumerism. This is a game      
about solving puzzles to get water to       
a elevator system for Perry from      
Phineas and Ferb. There is mild      
violence but other than that this is a        
good game for all ages. 
 

Review For Drumbit 
By: Brooklyn H. 

 
Drumbit is a game for 6 and up and is rated 4 stars. It is a fun game and                   
creates fun beats for kids. It is a creative way to have fun on chromebooks.               
It is easy to control and fun to use, all you have to do is tap on the type of                    
beat you want and choose when you want it to play. I suggest this app               
because its interesting and your always learning more tricks on the app and             
it’s a good pass time. 

 Color Switch 
By Randy H 

 
This game is rated 3 stars the game age is 9+. Parents say it should be 16+                 
kids say it should be 7+. This game is easy to play, but it has consumerism.                
The way you could die is you fall and hit the bottom of the screen or you try                  
to go through the wrong color of the circle or line. You can use stars to get                 
different styles circles. The goal of the game is to try to get as far as you can                  
and try to beat your old record. You can also do challenges the you can win                
free circles. 

 

 


